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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a diagram and a show for the vertical integration of manufacturing venture layers are portrayed by implementing 

the manufacturing execution system (MES). In the initial segment of the paper, the insights about the MES usage are portrayed, 

while in the second part, the utilization of case-explicit experiences is featured. The displayed use case contains each essential 

advance of a creation line including likewise a collective Baxter-type robot and the best in class devices for MES usage. The 

cobot-included use case is pertinent and sufficiently nonexclusive with regards to Industry 4.0 offering a decent diagram of an 

ordinary vertical integration use case which can be summed up and connected to make situations. The paper closes with the 

exercises gained from the vertical integration process just as the future heading which can be followed in such a specific 

circumstance. 
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1. Introduction 

The present makers are liable to the strain to accomplish and keep up high modern execution managing short generation life 

cycles just as extreme natural directions for feasible creation. The reason for this contention primarily begins from the absence 

of vertical integration of various parts inside an organization, so as to accomplish advancing manufacturing systems.  

A conceivable method to accomplish the vertical integration is through the reasonable use of the manufacturing execution 

systems (MESs) and the venture asset arranging (ERP) in like manner computerized data stream so as to accomplish smart, 

sheltered and supportable (3×S) creation in modern cyber-psychical systems (CPSs).  

The programmed preparing of data can profit by rising advancements, for example, the Internet of Things (IoT), implanted 

systems, CPS, distributed computing and remote access. These are problematic advances which are as of now proposed in the 

accepted standard Industry 4.0 German vital arrangement for the industry of things to come (Kagermann et al. 2013; Uhlmann 

et al. 2017a). Albeit comparable activities for the cutting edge manufacturing standardization exist in different nations, for 

example, Internet+ in China or the Industrial Internet Consortium, the notoriety of Industry 4.0 develops quick both in the 

exploration and connected sciences networks (Weyer et al. 2015; Uhlmann, Hohwieler, and Geisert 2017b). This is mostly 

because of utilizing existing standards, for example, the ISA-88 for bunch handling or the ISA-95 for big business control close 

to the entrenched OPC Unified Architecture (UA) and PLCopen ones (Meier and Rauschecker 2015).  

Likewise, the accomplishment of Industry 4.0 key arrangement is additionally due to instantly tolerating new difficulties, for 

example, the use of the community laborer inside increased reality (AR)- empowered situations containing collective robots 

(cobots) (Cristian, Mezei, and Tamas 2016).  

This is one stage in front of the customary state of mind about cobots, (for example, the way that they may supplant people) and 

it takes the human-robot communication/interface (HRI) to another dimension. As indicated by (Berger and Wahrendorff 2016) 

in the H2020 skyline, the quickest development in the mechanical autonomy advertise is anticipated for cobot-like gadgets 

contrasted with unmanned elevated vehicles, self-sufficient specialists or AR gadgets. Along these lines, the cobot and its 

vertical integration underway by implementing a MES layer is an imperative point for both for apply autonomy inquire about 

managing HRI subjects and for the manufacturing science. These open up new difficulties, for example, the integration of 

cobots, in actuality, applications.  
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In this paper, the creators propose an utilization case to feature the achievements of vertical integration in a generation chain by 

implementing MES while utilizing a Baxter-type cobot. The motivation behind this pilot venture is generalizable to 

bigger/progressively complex situations, containing all the important parts of a nonexclusive use case. An exhaustive survey of 

the current arrangement in this rising field is likewise condensed in a table containing the most important arrangements right 

now accessible for MES.  

1.2. Related work 

As of late, the quantity of logical reports managing MES usage (Weyer et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016), vertical integration (Jung 

et al. 2017; Morariu, Borangiu, and Raileanu 2015) and Industry 4.0 (Kagermann et al. 2013) has developed astonishingly.  

A decent diagram of the past, current, and future patterns in the manufacturing area can be found in Kang et al. (2016a), while 

insights about the standards identified with this space are displayed in Lu, Morris and Frechette (2016). As this area is 

emphatically associated with the ICT and CPSs (Monostori 2014; Lee, Bagheri, and Kao 2015), related spaces, for example, 

mechanical technology with new standards (Bevilacqua et al. 2015) are likewise spoken to. The effect of MES systems on the 

work drive is exhibited in the early work of Nasarwanji et al. (2009).  

Firmly identified with the extent of this paper are crafted by Zarte et al. (2016), while answers for little part creation systems 

can be found in Perzylo et al. (2016). A little scale use case is accounted for in crafted by Arab-Mansour, Millet, and Botta-

Genoulaz (2017) which examinations the business effect of the proposed arrangement.  

1.3. Contributions 

A clear demo application is proposed for the MES vertical integration utilizing cutting edge instruments close by the integration 

of a double arm community oriented robot (RethinkRobotics 2018) and a computerized guided vehicle (AGV) into the Industry 

4.0 idea. By doing this, the fundamental strides for the MES execution conventionally are secured, which can fill in as a 

beginning stage for progressively complex situations. The proposed work process, graphically spoke to in Figure 1, is anything 

but difficult to pursue as various lights, determined by the end client (in the manufacturing endeavor interface), are handled in 

the creation, in the quality check, and in the organization chain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 01: Hierarchical overview of the MES server implementation from the shop floor with cobot to the ERP with cloud solutions.  

The fundamental specialized commitments comprise of the implemen-tation of the entire vertical integration of the custom use 

case, including a cobot, into a current MES system in an organization. This integration contains novel arrangements, for 

example, the utilization of an open source (Robot Operation System [ROS])- based cobot and AGV which empower an 

adaptable, effectively reconfigurable workspace just as another cooperative human-robot way to deal with manufacturing. So as 

to accomplish this, best in class 3D observation systems were utilized to watch the workspace of the robot and adaptable, 

powerful deterrent mindful arranging calculations were executed to guarantee safe task close to the human administrator 

(Militaru, Mezei, and Tamas 2017). The integration of both the cobot and the custom transport line into the business MES 

requires in-house system and programming design and development, introduced in Section 3.  
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Regarding key process markers (KPI), the proposed vertical integration overcomes a portion of the real customer side 

difficulties, for example, inflexible sensor framework (the work-space of the robot can be rearranged in an adaptable way), 

receptive basic leadership (the absence of ongoing information investigation was explained with the information being 

accessible from all dimensions inside the MES with Apriso) and the requirement for custom human– machine interface (HMI) 

(acknowledged with imaginative arrangements inside mechanical autonomy for the Baxter cobot/AGV). In quantitative terms, 

the proposed arrangement upgrades the laborers' profitability by over 20%, expands the waste proportion by over 15% and 

improves the general hardware effectiveness rate by 10% contrasted with the arrangement without adaptable set-up and without 

ongoing information investigation.  

2. Current state-of-the-art for MES 

To distinguish the best in class in a field driven by developing advances, intensive best in class investigate is required covering 

both academical look into papers just as white paper modern reports.  

In this manner, to acquire a comprehensive outline of the field, this area was isolated into a few subsections managing general 

realities, definition, and design of MES, an ordered methodology and provide details regarding writing, a rundown and 

correlation of industrially accessible MES arrangements and a review of MES key execution pointers.  

2.1. General facts, definition and architecture 

Manufacturing data and execution systems (MIES) rose amid the 1990s for the most part as inside developments of ventures to 

help their generation the executives techniques. These developments denoted the start of what nowadays is known as MES 

(Hawker 1999).  

MESs were conveyed to connect and incorporate ERP and physical operational systems to accomplish a completely robotized 

and coordinated manufacturing the board as per Huang (2002) and Choi and Kim (2002).  

A few MES reference models were created by manufacturing-related association like MESA, ISA, VDI, PERA, and NAMUR 

to stand as a typical point for MES development (Sauer 2010; Lasi 2013; Lamparter et al. 2011; Naedele et al. 2015).  

The reference show created by MESA in 1997 is a standout amongst the most broadly utilized (MESA 1997). It characterizes 

the practical territories of a MES: work the board asset designation, dispatching, item following, quality administration, 

execution examination, process the board, booking, archive control and upkeep the executives (Naedele et al. 2015). The extent 

of recently expressed practical territories and the manner in which how data should stream in a MES are point by point in ISA-

95 standard (Naedele et al. 2015; Cupek et al. 2016).  

ISA-95 standard features MES put in an undertaking and portrays its assignments. Figure 2 introduces a vertical integration of a 

manufacturing venture levels utilizing a MES.  

Level 0, otherwise called the shop floor, speaks to the procedure of merchandise generation itself. Level 1 contains every one of 

the sensors and actuators used to detect and associate with the shop floor. Level 2 comprises of control and screen gear like 

programmable rationale controllers (PLCs), HMIs, disseminated control systems, supervisory control and information 

procurement (SCADA) and other propelled manufacturing assets. On this dimension, process-related information are gained at 

a high testing rate from the procedure, besides broke down, logged and imagined by explicit manufacturing assets. An 

exclusively created control rationale keeps running inside control gear to give the required innovative functionalities of the shop 

floor.  

Manufacturing resources and the shop floor levels 

Manufacturing assets comprise of level 1 with all the incitation and detecting gear and shop floor comprises of level 0 that 

speaks to the genuine creation process. On the manufacturing assets level, there is a light arranging station made by transport 

line, quality check station, a double arm cobot and a dispatching AGV unit.  
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The transport line is uniquely crafted one designed for globule transportation. The robot playing out the arranging is an 

exceedingly reconfigurable, communitarian robot, for example permits the immediate cooperation with a human administrator 

amid the generation.  

The arrangement of hardware utilized in this application at this dimension are recorded underneath:  

●Stepper Motor and Driver  

●Baxter as a community robot  

●Conveyor belt  

●Proximity sensor  

●AGV from Turtlebot organization  

The control and observing of these gadgets are finished by the past dimension in the MES vertical progressive system.  

Cloud 

The cloud ought to be viewed as a parallel methodology along the ERP and MES levels displayed in Figure 1. Availability with 

the distributed computing stage from IBM is accomplished utilizing a mechanical passage from Siemens, to be specific 

IoT2040.  

The second Modbus TCP/IP association arranged in PLC and previously mentioned in charge and screen subsection is designed 

to trade information with an application created on a programming situation running on the mechanical entryway.  

Hub RED (Node-RED 2018), a programming device for the development of IoT and cloud-related applications, is one of the 

programming condition bolstered by this door.  

On the application created in the IoT2040 door runs a Modbus TCP/IP customer which associates with the second Modbus 

TCP/IP Server that keeps running on the PLC to get process-related information. Besides, utilizing the Message Queuing 

Telemetry Transport (MQTT) machine-to-machine correspondence convention, a MQTT customer running in the IoT2040 

applications sends the information read from PLC to the HiveMQ MQTT representative which distributes the information to a 

bought in customer running in an application from an IBM Bluemix example. The application created in cloud, utilizing Node-

RED, gives just observing functionalities to the procedure assets.  

3. MES vertical integration use case 

As a proof of idea for the MES vertical integration, a custom/ROS bundle based cobot utilized in a business MES item is 

exhibited in the followings inside an arranging application. The double arm Baxter cobot is a collective sort robot which implies 

it can work one next to the other with individuals. From line stacking to pressing and unloading, Baxter has the adaptability to  

be conveyed and redeployed on errands with least set-up or integration cost. Baxter is portrayed by having a worked in 

wellbeing system for people. This implicit security is one of the principle contrasts between the customary modern robot and 

this cobot. All that's needed is a couple of minutes to instruct Baxter to get an item, for this situation, a light and place it in the 

testing gear. While the light is in the testing hardware, it checks in the event that it illuminates or not by watching the light 

shading and picks the light from the testing gear and puts it to the correct compartment as indicated by the aftereffect of the test 

which depends on light shading. The robot, just as the workspace with the transport line, is displayed in fig 2.  

At the point when another request is gotten from the manufacturing endeavor end-UI, the MES triggers the testing method for 

the required number of lights. A transport line constrained by a PLC which is utilized to nourish the cobot with lights in the 

creation. Near the present use case is the one detailed by Iarovyi et al. (2016) in light of open-information driven MES for 

transport line systems and the specialist based methodology depicted by Cupek et al. (2016) for little clump creation systems. 

The two applications have covering parts with the present work, however none of them is managing developing arrangements, 

for example, cobots, AGVs or AR representation instruments. 
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Figure 2. Workspace of the robot in the initial phase. 
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3.1. Application overview 

The primary point of the application was to build up an adaptable arranging application with a cobot, AGV and 

transport line vertically coordinated into MES system. The KPIs, for this situation, was identified with the adaptable 

reconfiguration of the workspace, hardware effectiveness, gear accessibility, number of scraps, number of arranged 

globules per unit time and the ongoing information examination accessible for the administrator.  

The physical stream of this demo exhibit is clear. The PLC is controlling the transport line until a vicinity sensor 

identifies that the light achieved the picking position. The stepper engine from the transport line is constrained by 

the engine driver, which begins the engine when a computerized info is actuated by PLC control rationale. On the 

off chance that the light achieved the pick position, the PLC stops the transport line and triggers a capacity from 

cobot program to begin the testing method. The correspondence among PLC and robot is finished utilizing Modbus 

TCP/IP convention.  

3.1.1. ERP  

A realistic UI was created over Apriso programming framework and incorporated in the Business Planning and 

Logistics dimension of an ERP system to permit submitting generation requests to the MES.  

In the wake of presenting generation explicit data, one can present the creation arrange by squeezing the Start catch. 

The graphical UI shows data about the Production Order, Light Bulb, Produced Quantity and Target Quantity in 

isolated tab data identified with Employee and Alerts are given.  

To give wide access on the best administration level the graphical UI was incorporated into organization dash-board 

created under Siemens Teamcenter PLM.  

3.1.2. MES  

The Light Bulb Factory MES application is made out of 13 substances created in Process Builder. View and Action 

capacities are related with these elements. A View activity shows data for the client, an Action task executes 

business rationale (BL) or occasions out of sight.  

The standard functionalities of Apriso like Production, Quality, Inventory or Maintenance are implicit, and it is 

anything but difficult to expand, include new functionalities or at times to expel pointless highlights.  

As far as MES segments, this demo utilizes the accompanying segments with their proper functionalities  

●MS SQL Databas: used to design SQL Objects, run test inquiries and investigate information  

●IIS and MS SQL Services: web server and database, the center of DELMIA Apriso Suite  

●Process Builder: Design Manufacturing Process  

 

 

 

●Global Process Manager: Bundle Apriso content (activity, document, object, arrangement) into a bundle and 

effectively exchange and deal with its sending in remote server  

●Incoming File Monitor: Listen for inbound document and make an occupation out of them  
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●Job Executor: Run employments, issues from document posting, from web administrations call, task call  

●Machine Integrator: Bridge to interface outer systems.  

Format Editor is a usefulness of IIS and MS SQL Services used to design the UI of activities in an advantageous 

visual manner, including situating of screen components. Also, incorporates a HTML and CSS manager, so making 

an adaptable and easy to understand screen or dashboard is direct.  

In the created test-seats h, the Apriso Machine Integrator is associated with the ERP utilizing a MES database. ERP 

peruses and composes explicit information to the database and the rationale inside Apriso responds to these triggers. 

Apriso Machine Integrator peruses and composes information to the PLC controlling the shop floor by means of an 

OPC server.  

To have a decent diagram of a plant control with regards to MES is significant. Detectability, time and work, 

distribution center, support, and generation, including the arranging and other creation related data, are put away in a 

Microsoft SQL Database to which Apriso is associated.  

Apriso Machine Integrator (Apriso 2018) bolsters standard correspondence conventions, for example, RS232 and 

OPC Server con-nection also and can be introduced on numerous sorts of com-puters including servers, personal 

computers and versatile gadgets. With Apriso Machine Integrator (Apriso 2018), one can get and send commands 

specifically to the second dimension, the layer that controls and screens the shop floor.  

3.1.3. OPC layer  

Regardless of whether the OPC layer isn't spoken to as a free dimension in Figure 3, supporting proficient 

information trade between with the third and the second dimensions is pivotal. The OPC permits Windows projects 

to speak with modern equipment gadgets by methods for this correspondence conventions.  

MatrikonOPC Server was utilized to interface with the Siemens PLC from the second dimension into the MES. 

MatrikonOPC Server comes with a decent variety of modern correspondence conventions to furnish the expected 

framework to interface with PLCs from various sellers.  

The S7TCP correspondence driver of the OPC Server is chosen, the PLC IP address, rack number and the space on 

the rack are designed as in the equipment setup created for the PLC in TIA Portal.  

PLC labels can be gotten to, tried and included physically or by methods for XML records into the OPC server. 

Information coordinate among PLC and MES is finished by the OPC Server. Information traded between  

OPC and PLC occur continuously correspondence. Further, the OPC is associated with Apriso Machine Integrator.. 

Control and monitor 
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Fig 3: 

Control and screen  An outline of the correspondence in the vertical integration is appeared in Figure3. There are a 

few signs exchanging in the Modbus interface identified with the accompanying activities in the work process:  

(1)Getting the situation of the light. (2) The robot is going to get the light. (3) The robot is moving the light from the 

transport line to the analyzer. (4) The light is in the analyzer. (5) Switching on and off the analyzer (for security 

reasons). (6) The quantity of lights to be tried. (7) The bundling kind of the request which is originating from PLM. 

The arrangement of gear utilized in this application for control and screen designs are recorded underneath:  

●Siemens S7-1200 PLC  

●Siemens KTP400 Touch Panel HMI  

●Siemens IoT2040 savvy modern passage  

●Built-in Baxter controllerOn PLC side, the standard MB-SERVER Modbus work is utilized.  

The capacity requires a database table to be joined, the holding registers are characterized in this table. As extra 

information sources, it has a label used to associate and disengage, fundamentally to begin or stop the server work, 

an ID and a Port number which the customer must know so as to interface with Modbus Server.  

The PLC underpins up to eight Modbus server occasions. One is utilized to make a Modbus server where the Baxter 

robot ought to interface with and another is utilized to associate with the IoT2040 door. Since both Modbus 

examples utilized the Ethernet port of the PLC, they need diverse ID information. First Modbus server occurrence 

has the ID esteem arranged to 2 and IP-PORT to 1200 and the second has the ID esteem designed to 3 and IP-PORT 

to 1201, The recognizable proof information are required for Modbus customer to connect an association with the 

Modbus servers made in the PLC.  
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Conclusion 

This paper features a standout amongst the most imperative patterns in a manufacturing domain: the best 

manufacturing system, Industry 4.0, described by an abnormal state of digitalization of all layers in an undertaking. 

MESs are utilized to fill the hole between the shop floor and ERP arrangements, expanding endeavor intensity and 

flexibility progressively. The paper indicated how shop floor gear and advancements are interconnected with various 

manufacturing layers so as to convey a completely utilitarian MES integration into the structure of an endeavor. The 

light testing station, a piece of the manufacturing system, was coordinated into an ERP utilizing a monetarily 

accessible MES arrangement. With the present arrangement, the customer side difficulties comprising of receptive 

basic leadership, unbending sensor foundation, and custom HRI were alleviated. The creation set-up time was 

subsequently diminished by over 20%, improving the general gear effectiveness and making the generation 

continuous information accessible to the administrators. Rising advancements, for example, IoT doors, CPS, 

distributed computing and other related programming were utilized to give openness to testing station information 

from wherever on the planet utilizing the MQTT correspondence convention and specialist. Associating a 

manufacturing procedure to distributed computing gives new chances and research difficulties. Information 

examination and computerized reasoning can be connected to process and hardware related data on cloud stages to 

all the more likely help preventive support, booking or featuring process enhancements. 
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